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AddressAddress 25A, 27B, 27C Ground Floor,25A, 27B, 27C Ground Floor,
Panchratna Building, Next to RoxyPanchratna Building, Next to Roxy
Theatre, Opera House,Theatre, Opera House,
Mumbai, Maharashtra 400004Mumbai, Maharashtra 400004
IndiaIndia

Contact PersonContact Person Dr. Deepam ShahDr. Deepam Shah
Mobile NumberMobile Number 93245890849324589084
EmailEmail clinicvivacosmetic@gmail.comclinicvivacosmetic@gmail.com

Dr. Deepam Shah is the Dermatologist, Cosmetologist & HairDr. Deepam Shah is the Dermatologist, Cosmetologist & Hair
Transplant Surgeon practicing in south Mumbai with over a decade ofTransplant Surgeon practicing in south Mumbai with over a decade of
experience.experience.

After his MBBS, in his vision to change people’s lives he went aheadAfter his MBBS, in his vision to change people’s lives he went ahead
and completed MD and DNB in Dermatology & Venereology. He is alsoand completed MD and DNB in Dermatology & Venereology. He is also
a fellowship holder (FAM) in AESTHETIC MEDICINE, HAIR TRANSPLANT,a fellowship holder (FAM) in AESTHETIC MEDICINE, HAIR TRANSPLANT,
and is the founder of Viva Aesthetic Clinic.and is the founder of Viva Aesthetic Clinic.

Viva Aesthetic Clinic, his brainchild and a project close to his heart, isViva Aesthetic Clinic, his brainchild and a project close to his heart, is
located in one of the prime locations in south Mumbai in Opera house.located in one of the prime locations in south Mumbai in Opera house.
A lush practice run by Dr. Deepam Shah, it promises exceptionalA lush practice run by Dr. Deepam Shah, it promises exceptional
results in skin, hair slimming, aesthetic, and hair transplantresults in skin, hair slimming, aesthetic, and hair transplant
treatments. The practice is a 1000 sq. ft clinic comprising state-of-the-treatments. The practice is a 1000 sq. ft clinic comprising state-of-the-
art lasers and medical devices where services are delivered by skilled,art lasers and medical devices where services are delivered by skilled,
trained, and qualified beauty experts and doctors. The clinic has antrained, and qualified beauty experts and doctors. The clinic has an
excellent setup with the latest technology and advanced lasers.excellent setup with the latest technology and advanced lasers.
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For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/viva-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/viva-
aesthetic-clinic-12969aesthetic-clinic-12969
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